Short Specification:
Provide your workforce with additional protection by installing our social distancing shields. These can be fabricated to pretty much any size and shape requested.

Features:
- Made in USA Acrylic or Polycarbonate Plastic
- Sizes can be 48” x 96”
- Any shape can be cut
- Can have rounded corners
- Holes can be cut for easy access and maximum protection (for example: credit card machines)
- Flame polished edges

OTHER NAMES FOR THESE ARE...
- Sneeze Shield
- Face Shield
- Sneeze Guard
- Plexiglass Barrier
- Checkout Shield
- Social Distance Barrier

PROACTIVE PROTECTIVE SHIELDS

Help maintain social distancing and protect your employees without compromising the connection they have with your customers.

Other sizes, application, and installation options are available.

EXAMPLES CURRENTLY IN USE
FLAT WALL VERSIONS

Flat Wall - 91” (7’7”) tall x 98” (8’) wide on movable wheels. Use these to create see through walls, corridors, office barriers, waiting areas, dividers for standing lines, and other social distancing solutions.

CUBED VERSION

Cubed Version - 91” (7’7”) tall x 50.25” (4’2-1/4”) wide x 38” (3’2”) deep. This mobile cube is great for applications like protecting security guards and personnel.